Theories of gravity coupled to forms and dilatons may admit as solutions zero binding energy configurations of intersecting closed extremal branes. In such configurations, some branes may open on host closed branes. Properties of extremal branes reveal symmetries of the underlying theory which are well known in M-theory but transcend supersymmetry. From these properties it is possible to reconstruct all actions, comprising in particular pure gravity in D dimensions, the bosonic effective actions of M-theory and of the bosonic string, which upon dimensional reduction to three dimensions are invariant under the maximally non-compact simple simply laced Lie groups G. Moreover the features of extremal branes suggest the existence of a much larger symmetry, namely the 'very-extended' Kac-Moody algebras G +++ . This motivates the construction of explicit non-linear realisations of all simple G +++ , which hopefully contain new degrees of freedom such as those encountered in string theories. They are defined without a priori reference to space-time and are proposed as substitutes for original field theoretic models of gravity, forms and dilatons. From the G +++ -invariant theories, all algebraic properties of extremal branes are recovered from exact solutions, and there are indications that space-time is hidden in the infinite symmetry structure. The transformation properties of the exact solutions, which possibly induce new solutions foreign to conventional theories, put into evidence the general group-theoretical origin of 'dualities' for all G +++ . These dualities apparently do not require an underlying string theory.
1 Introduction and conclusion the general group-theoretical origin of 'dualities' for all G +++ . These dualities apparently do not require an underlying string theory.
In Sections 2 and 3, we review the properties of intersecting extremal branes and of their opening, which are used in Section 4 to reconstruct dynamically the simple simply laced Lie algebras G and provide motivation for considering the very-extended Kac-Moody algebras G +++ . The non-linear realisations of G +++ are presented in Section 5. Extremal branes and their duality properties are revisited in this new framework in Section 6.
Intersection rules for extremal branes
We begin with a generic theory in D dimensions which includes gravity, one dilaton and M field strengths of arbitrary form degree p I with p I ≤ D/2 and arbitrary couplings to the dilaton a I . The action is
where we have not included possible Chern-Simons terms. It can be shown that they have no effect on the zero binding energy solutions considered here although such terms will be important in the following sections.
The 'BPS' zero binding energy configurations of closed extremal branes intersecting orthogonally are obtained by first specialising to metrics of the following diagonal form,
where y λ label p compact coordinates. The functions p (α) (α = 1, 2, . . . D) depend only on the transverse coordinates x µ in the non-compact dimensions and allow for multi-centre solutions. We choose p so that all branes are wrapped in the compact dimensions and that no compact dimension is transverse to all branes. Thus for each brane p ≥ q A where q A is the dimension of the brane. If q A < p, we take a lattice of q A -branes in the compact directions transverse to the brane and average over them. Here q A designates either an electrically charged q Using these ansätze, the Einstein equations and the equations for the dilaton and the forms yield of distinct q-branes of dimensions (q A , q B ), the number of dimensionsq (−1 ≤q ≤ q A , q B ) on which they intersect 2 in terms of the total number of space-time dimensions D and of the field strength couplings to the dilaton. These intersection rules read [17] q + 1 = (q A + 1)(q B + 1)
Note that such zero energy binding configurations were originally considered in the context of M-theory 'phases' but may arise classically without supersymmetry.
The opening of branes
We now analyse the breaking of closed extremal branes into open branes terminating on closed ones. We consider the above BPS configurations in the special case whenq has the same dimension as the potential boundary of one of the two constituent branes, i.e q A − 1 or q B − 1, and study its possible opening. Such opening requires the addition of ChernSimons terms to the action Eq.(2.1) and may enlarge the brane content of the theory. We shall see in Section 4 that, under some conditions, such openings fully determine the theory and relate brane dynamics to the existence of a symmetry. The presentation given in this section is a generalisation of the one performed in the context of M-theory [2, 3, 4] .
Let us review how extended objects carrying a conserved charge can be opened. The main obstacle towards opening of branes is charge conservation. Generically, the charge density of a q-brane is measured by performing an integral of the relevant field strength on a (D − q − 2)-dimensional sphere S D−q−2 surrounding the brane in its transverse space,
If the brane is open, we can slide the S D−q−2 off a loose end and shrink it to zero size.
This would imply the vanishing of the charge and hence a violation of charge conservation. This conclusion is avoided if, in the above process, the S D−q−2 necessarily goes through a region in which the equation
no longer holds. This is the case when the open brane ends on some other one.
In the framework of M-theory the source terms needed in Eq.(3.2) to ensure charge conservation for the open branes originate from two requirements whose interplay leads to 2q must be integer and the caseq = −1 is relevant. It can be interpreted in terms of instantons in the Euclidean, in which case the time coordinate need not be longitudinal to all branes. a consistent picture. On the one hand there are space-time Chern-Simons type terms in supergravity which allow for charge conservation for well defined pairing of open and 'host' branes [3] . On the other hand the world-volume effective actions [2] for the branes of Mtheory relate world-volume fields and pullbacks of space-time fields, and gauge invariance [18] for open branes ending on the 'host' brane implies that the end of the open branes acts as a source for the world-volume field living on the closed 'host' brane.
In reference [4] a systematic study in M-theory of all the zero binding energy configurations Eq.(2.11) corresponding toq = q A − 1 (with q A ≤ q B ) was performed. It was shown that in all cases it was possible to open the q A -brane along its intersection with the q B -brane. The crucial ingredient was the presence of the appropriate Chern-Simons terms in the supergravity Lagrangians for each case.
Here we propose to reverse the logic. Starting with a Lagrangian of type Eq.(2.1) and having zero binding energy configurations between branes we will ask that, ifq = q A − 1, the corresponding q A -brane open on the q B -brane. This will determine the form of the Chern-Simons terms one has to add to Eq.(2.1) and will also in some cases require the introduction of new field strength forms F n I . One then proceeds iteratively.
We illustrate the role of the Chern-Simons term (see also [3, 4] ) by taking as example a theory with only one n-form F q e +2 and dilaton coupling in Eq.(2.1) such that the intersection rule between the electric q e -brane and the magnetic q m -brane (q
We modify the Eq.(3.2) for F q e +2 in order to be able to allow the opening of q e on q m by the addition to the action Eq.(2.1) of the Chern-Simons term and (3.4) , the addition of such branes can be determined in a picturesque way. Namely, when a brane opens on a closed 'host' brane, the boundary appears from the world-volume point of view as a charged object under a world-volume field strength living in the closed brane. The world-volume Hodge dual of this object is the boundary of an other brane which can also be consistently opened on the same closed 'host' brane. The field strength associated to this new brane is precisely the one appearing in the Chern-Simons ensuring the consistency of the opening of the brane we started with.
In brief, having a theory of type Eq.(2.1) in which some zero binding energy configurations give potential boundaries, it is possible to complete it in a well-defined way by adding Chern-Simons terms 4 , and when necessary new form field strengths (hence new branes) in order to ensure consistency of brane opening with charge conservation. In section 4, such dynamical requirement will be at work to reconstruct purely from brane considerations theories whose dimensional reduction is characterised by a coset symmetry.
4 From brane dynamics to G and G
+++

Intersection rules and dimensional reduction
We perform the dimensional reduction to three dimensions of a generic theory described by an action Eq.(2.1), possibly with the addition of Chern-Simons terms and discuss the possible emergence of a coset symmetry. We relate the onset of such symmetry to the intersection rules for BPS configurations between the extremal branes of the theory considered.
Starting with the theory defined in D dimensions, we compactify to D − 1 dimensions while remaining in the Einstein frame with the standard 1/2 kinetic term normalisation for the new scalar. We use the notation φ 2 for the scalar appearing in the first step of the dimensional reduction and rename φ 1 the dilaton φ already present in the uncompactified theory defined by Eq.(2.1). The compactified coordinate is x D−1 , the uncompactified coordinates are x µ where µ = 0 . . . D − 2, and
The gravitation part of the action Eq.(2.1) becomes
where
For each n I -form field strength F n I in Eq.(2.1) we get after reduction
We can repeat this procedure step by step to obtain the theory on a p-torus. One has then obviously p scalars φ j with j = 2 . . . p+1 parametrising the radii of the torus, coming from the diagonal components of the metric in the compact dimensions. Additional scalars denoted χ α arise from several origins. They come from potentials A k µ which arise when reducing gravity from D + 1 − k to D − k and also from the potentials associated to the F n I (when p ≥ n I − 1) with indices in the compact dimensions. In addition the n-form field strengths give additional scalars when p = D −n−1 by dualising them. In particular when we reach D = 3 the F k µν (with k = 1 . . . D − 3) coming from the gravity part of the action (i.e. the graviphotons) can be dualised to scalars, and we are left with only scalars.
The action takes then the form The action Eq.(2.1) dimensionally reduced to three dimensions has a G/H symmetry if the vectors α obtained from the compactification can be identified with the positive roots of a group G and if, when necessary, some precise Chern-Simons terms are added in the uncompactified theory [21] . The requirement that the α correspond to positive roots is thus a necessary condition to uncover a symmetry [7] .
Recall first the well-known dimensional reduction of pure gravity (see Eq. 
They define a subalgebra A D−4 . We have indeed
Reading from right to left, the first component of α The remaining scalar corresponding to the missing simple root leading to the full A D−3 comes from dualising in three dimensions the first vector (graviphoton) that arises in the stepwise procedure namely the vector appearing already in D − 1 dimensions. The corresponding simple root is
Note that this simple root α gp has a non-vanishing scalar product with α g 1 (i.e with the simple root already appearing when compactifying on T 2 ). One has indeed α
Consequently it attaches itself to the right of the gravity line. The other We now turn to theories with forms given by Eq.(2.1) and consider a n A -form F n A with dilaton coupling a A (and n A ≤ D/2). Let us consider the first scalar arising from the n A -form upon dimensional reduction up to p = n A − 1. The vector α e n A associated to this scalar 6 will from now on be called the would-be electric root. It is given by
First, we compute the scalar product of the would-be electric root with the gravity line 7 .
Using Eq.(4.6) and Eq.(4.9) we find, for any D and dilaton coupling a A ,
The other scalars obtained by further dimensional reduction give α-vectors that are linear combinations with positive integer coefficients of α e nA and of the α g k . 7 The scalar product of the would-be electric root with the graviphoton is one for any D and a A . This implies that when forms are present in a theory with symmetry, the graviphoton is never a simple root. Consequently we focus on the gravity line. The would-be electric root associated to F n is represented by a shaded square.
Using the scalar product Eq.(4.11) of the would-be electric root with the gravity line, we can draw a would-be Dynkin diagram where the would-be electric root associated to F n A is connected to the (n A − 1) th node of the gravity line as depicted in Fig.2 .
We then evaluate the length of the would-be electric root using Eq.(4.9). We find
We thus see that the square length of the would-be electric root associated to F n A can be written in terms of the intersection rule equation Eq.(2.11) giving the intersection between the electric and the magnetic brane charged under F n A .
From now on we will restrict ourselves to simply laced groups. In our normalisation all their roots are of square length two. In order for the would-be root to be a root, one must have α 
Dynamical reconstruction of Lie groups
Our starting point is a theory given by Eq.(2.1) in D dimensions with only one n Aform field strength F n A and its dilaton coupling a A . We will fix the dilaton coupling such that there exists a zero-binding energy configuration between the electric q e A -brane (q e A = n A − 2) and the magnetic q m A -brane withq (e A ,m A ) = 1. As explained in the previous section this is a necessary condition in order to find a new symmetry. Once the dilaton coupling of the form is fixed, we require that, when the dimensionality of an intersection permits opening, the latter is consistent with charge conservation. Namely we impose that, ifq (e A ,m A ) = q e A − 1, the electric brane open on the magnetic brane. As explained in Section 3, this requires the introduction of a specific Chern-Simons term in the action, which may contain a new form field strength F n B . The dilaton coupling a B of the new form field strength is then again fixed modulo its sign by the necessary conditionq (e B ,m B ) = 1. The intersection rules between the extremal branes corresponding to the different forms can be calculated and this fixes the relative signs of the dilaton couplings. We can then check if new openings are possible. If it is the case, we iterate the procedure until consistency of all the openings are ensured. In this way, we are able to reconstruct all the maximally oxidised theories corresponding to the simply laced groups G [5] , that is all actions Eq.(2.1) which lead upon dimensional reduction to such group G and which are not dimensional reduction from an action in higher dimension [22] . This leads to the following conclusion: 
The procedure outlined above gives the following relations between q, D, the ChernSimons terms, and the Lie group symmetry of the theory reduced to three dimensions exhibited in Table I q D a 2 q+2 We see indeed that all simple simply laced Lie groups (in their maximally non compact form) are recovered from the intersecting extremal brane solutions and their openings from actions of the type Eq.(2.1) with Chern-Simons terms. The action which upon dimensional reduction to three dimensions exhibit these Lie group symmetry are fully determined. We first recall how all simple Lie algebra G can be embedded in a very-extended KacMoody algebra G +++ . The simple roots of G +++ are given by adding two nodes to the gravity line of the Dynkin diagram of the affine extension G + of G, thus increasing by three the rank of G [23] . The resulting Dynkin diagrams for G +++ are shown in Fig.3 . As in the case of Lie algebras, the Dynkin diagrams yield the Cartan matrix of G +++ which is then entirely determined from the Serre relations.
From
The group SL(D) defined by this triple extended gravity line can be extended to the full deformation group GL(D) whose algebra, generated by
One considers the Cartan subalgebra of G +++ generated by the K a a and s = r −D abelian generators R u where r is the rank of G +++ . We write the corresponding abelian group element V abelian as
and tentatively identify p (a) and φ u in Eq.(4.17) with (the log of) the diagonal vielbein in a triangular gauge 8 e a α (x), α ≤ a and φ u with dilaton fields φ u (x) in any action S describing 8 We can indifferently label the p (a) by a curved or a flat index, as it is uniquely defined by the diagonal vielbein in the triangular gauge. The position of this index as a subscript or superscript is a matter of convention and has no tensor significance. a maximally oxidised theory 9 . The actions S generalise to all simple Lie groups the ones reconstructed in Section 3 for simply laced groups. It takes the form
where C.S. represents Chern-Simons terms that are required for some groups G. Given any symmetrisable Kac-Moody algebra there exists, up to a numerical factor, a unique scalar product defined on the algebra that is invariant under the adjoint action of the algebra [25] . For a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra this is just the Killing form which can be expressed as the trace of the generators in any finite-dimensional representation. In the Cartan subalgebra described in the 19) where Ξ is the matrix with all entries equal to one. The matrix G ij = L i , L j is invariant under the group of Weyl transformations (and of outer automorphisms) of G +++ . Hence the quadratic form
D
is invariant under the Weyl reflections in G +++ .
Eq. The 'temporal' involution ω is defined in the following way. For the generators of the Cartan subalgebra we take, as in the Cartan involution, 
Non-linear realisation of
We will follow a similar line of thought as the one developed in reference [14] in the context of E , bear a priori no relation with the metric, the dilaton and the potentials of the p I form field strengths F p I entering the action Eq.(4.18). However we shall see that a dictionary can be established relating the tensors which appear at low levels with the fields occurring in Eq.(4.18) at a fixed space-time point. For higher levels the dictionary between group parameters and space-time fields should arise from the analysis of the dynamics encoded in the G +++ invariant action S below.
A differential motion in the coset G +++ /K +++ can be constructed from Eq.(5.7).
Define To construct the action S we wish to map a manifold M into G +++ . We do not want to take for M a space-time manifold, as this might require the explicit introduction of local symmetries which we hope to be hidden in the infinite algebra of G +++ . We shall take for M a one-dimensional world-line in ξ-space, i.e.
where V(ξ) are the group parameters appearing in Eq.(5.7) that are now fields dependent on the variable ξ. Here no connection is imposed a priori between ξ-space and space-time.
A reparametrisation invariant action is then 
where the summation is performed over Lorentz indices. Note that the lower indices of e −h and the upper indices of e h cannot be lowered or raised by the Lorentz metric. To avoid confusion we label these indices with greek letters, namely we define 'vielbein' 
At higher levels, the tensors multiplying the step operators couple nonlinearly to the level zero objects and between themselves. The coupling to the metric and to φ u can be formally written down for all levels, but the self-coupling of the A of v (A) to the action S is computed as previously and one gets
The full action can only be approached in a recursive way. In S
0 , one must replace derivatives by non linear generalisations to take into account the non vanishing commutators between tensor step operators. We represent such terms by 'covariant' derivatives symbol D/Dξ [14, 12] . There evaluation is group dependent. Formally the full action S is
17)
where the sum on A is a summation over all tensors appearing at all positive levels in the decomposition of G +++ into irreducible representations of A D−1 .
One may expand S given in Eq. = dp 19) whereê means that only the diagonal vielbein are kept. We get
( dp 6 Extremal branes from the G
+++ invariant actions
We shall look for solutions of the equations of motion derived from S and containing only one A(ξ)-field, or one non-diagonal h(ξ)-field, with given indices [12] . Such truncation is consistent with all the equations of motion and hence we may disregard all non-linearity in the step operators. Therefore it suffices for obtaining such solutions to replace the action S by its simplified version Eq.(5.20).
We shall as in Eqs.(2.5) and (2.6), consider A to be an antisymmetric tensor with a time index τ and r space indices coupled to a step operator of the G subalgebra. The ( dp
(6.1) Here we have taken one dilaton with scaling λ = −εa/2 in accordance with Eq.(5.2).
Note that this relation is valid wether or not the magnetic root is simple, as seen in dimensional reduction. A crucial feature of this equation is the minus sign in front of the exponential. Its origin can be traced back to the temporal involution defining our coset space, hence to Lorentz invariance, because both magnetic and electric potentials have a time index.
b) The equation of motion for A.
We take the lapse n(ξ) = 1. One gets
c) The dilaton equation of motion.
d) The vielbein equations of motion.
We take as anzätze the solutions of the extremal brane problem but with H A an unknown function of H(ξ). Namely we pose
From these equations and from Eq.(2.9) we see that εaφ − 2p
It then follows that the equation of motion for A, Eq.(6.2), reduces to, using Eq.(6.6),
Given this result, it is straightforward to verify that the anzätze Eqs.(6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) satisfy the dilaton and the vielbein equations of motions. The lapse constraint takes the form
(dp The Eqs.(6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) characterise completely the algebraic structure of the extremal brane solution but do not yield its harmonic character in space-time. As the
and φ(ξ) were interpreted in the action S as functions at a fixed space-time point of the independent variable ξ, this is a consistent result.
The solution H = a+bξ of Eq.(6.9) would then describe a motion in the space of solutions, for instance of branes with different charges. However the fact that we have exact solutions of the action S with the correct algebraic structure of the extremal branes, means that these solutions are only indirectly related to the corresponding space-time solution.
One expects that the information contained in this solution, which is of course not contained in a trivial constant space-time solution of the Einstein equation, is the required information to build coupled equations to higher space-time derivatives encoded in higher level representations, which would then be directly related to space-time solutions.
There are indications that this may indeed be the case but it is unclear whether it is sufficient to consider the adjoint representation of G +++ [12] or if one has to include other representations [26, 27] . For M-theory, this yield the well-known duality symmetries of M-theory, including the duality transformations of branes, KK waves and KK monopoles (Taub-NUT spaces).
Such transformations are however not a privilege of M-theory and occur in all G +++ invariant actions. This is exemplified below, taking for definiteness the action S for the group E +++ 7 which is related to the action S with gravity coupled to a 4-and a 2-form field strength in 9 space-time dimensions. The Dynkin diagram of E +++ 7
is depicted in Fig.3 , which exhibits the two simple electric roots (10) and (9) corresponding respectively to the step operators R 7 8 9 and R 9 which couple to the electric potentials A 7 8 9 and A 9 .
We take as input the electric extremal 2-brane e (8, 9) in the directions (8, 9) associated with the 4-form field strength whose corresponding potential is A 1 8 9 and submit it to the non trivial Weyl reflection W 10 associated with the electric root (10) of Fig.3 . We display below, both for e (8, 9) and its transform, the moduli, i.e. the vielbein components p (6.13)
The transformation of the 2-brane is reminiscent of a double T-duality in M-theory.
We now move the electric brane through Weyl reflections associated with roots of the gravity line to e (5, 9) and submit it to the Weyl reflection W 10 . We now find that the brane e (5,9) is invariant but moving it to the position e (5,6) , we get This is a magnetic 5-brane in the directions (5, 6, 7, 8, 9) associated to the 2-form field strength ! It is expressed in terms of its dual potential A 1 5 6 7 8 9 . Submit instead e (5, 9) to to the Weyl reflection W 9 associated with the electric root (9) of Fig.3 . The 2-brane e (5, 9) is again invariant, but moving it to to the position e (5,6) , we now get This is a magnetic 3-brane in the directions (5, 6, 9) associated to the 4-form field strength, expressed in terms of its dual potential A 1 5 6 9 .
Finally, let us submit the magnetic 5-brane m (5, 6, 7, 8, 9) obtained in Eq. 
